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Executive Summary
The new age technologies have become the 

mainstream of organizations embracing 

innovation as a part of their growth strategy. 

What’s more important is to understand how 

these technologies are empowering 

businesses and enhancing the user 

experience. 

Since businesses are moving closer towards 

the customer-driven model, it becomes

quintessential for them to adopt a digital 

experience platform for delivering exemplary 

customer experience.

Particularly, in the banking sector, customer 

experience acts as a key differentiator for 

building customer loyalty while driving 

revenue. When it comes down to building an 

ideal relationship between banks and 

customers, the latter has been suffering a lot 

due to the redundant communication 

process. 

Data management, inefficient operations, 

broken customer communications, 

information flow and outdated technology 

patched with applications/ point solutions 

are some of the major drawbacks in the 

banking sector. And, despite all the great 

intention of banks to innovate and 

differentiate themselves from the entire 

market, the legacy systems have held them 

back from development.

The banking industry has lately recognized 

the essence of automation to suffice the 

ongoing demands of customers. Superseding 

customer’s expectations is the need of the 

hour and has rather become a strategic 

priority in most of the cases. Thus, Customer 

Experience has become the new 

battleground in order to acquire new as well 

as retain existing customers. This has further 

resulted in Banks focussing more on

 Customer engagement programmes while 

leveraging advanced communication 

measures. To deep dive into the crux, let us 

understand what customer experience is and 

what does it mean in the Banking Industry.
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What is Customer Experience?

customer  experience 
is expected to 
surpass product and 
pricing as the key 
differentiator  for 
businesses.

- Forbes 

By 2020, 

Customer experience was introduced as an acronym that swamped the entire industry with its future potential to turn customers into brand 

advocates. And since then it is considered as an integral part of customer communication journey. The reason why it’s important is because a 

customer who has a positive experience with a brand is more likely to become a repeat and loyal customer.

The Banking Experience (or client experience) is the sum of all the interactions a customer perceives along the entire customer journey when

interacting with a bank or financial institution

As the world move towards digitalization, the 

word customer experience has evolved to such 

an extent that the new forces of technology like 

Artificial Intelligence, IOT, Data Analytics, Virtual 

reality, Intelligent Virtual Assistant and 

Mobile-first have been deciding the vulnerability 

of a brand.
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Customer experience is de�ned as the experience 
that the customer perceives from all the interactions 
along the entire customer journey with a brand via 
di�erent channels. The experience is not only a tactical 
one but an emotional one too.

”

Today, the customer experiences are driven by 

personalized and interactive communications 

that require organizations to revive their existing 

communication strategies. Building a profound 

organization would be of no use until Banks have 

a foolproof process in place to cater to the siloed 

and untangled communications.

There are several other reasons as to why an 

organization should improve its customer 

experience. Figure 1.1 shows why businesses 

should focus on providing proactive service and 

invest in customer experience.

Source - Genesys
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What does it mean in the
Banking Industry?

Customer experience is of paramount importance in every 

industry, especially in banking. With competition becoming 

tiff and customers demanding more convenient, simplified, 

transparent and personalized communications, banks need to 

constantly innovate to stay relevant. This calls for a highly 

agile and flexible solution that can overcome the operational 

silos and swiftly deliver as per the dynamic market needs.

To regain trust and build customer loyalty, banks have shifted 

their focus to a more customer-centric approach. Initially, the 

legacy systems and their hard-coded rules held them back 

from doing modifications and development in their offerings. 

This led to siloed processes along with operational 

inefficiency and sub-standard service delivery. Thus, 

modernizing legacy platforms by introducing a low-code and 

intuitive platform that includes flexibility, efficiency and the 

ability to scale fast becomes the priority for the banking 

industry.

In order to assure agility in services, 
banks need to access their e�ciency and 
readiness to deliver out-of-the-box 
o�erings. Here are a few questions that 
will help Banks to measure the agility of 
their existing communication process:
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Can Banks seamlessly 
on-board new customers 
without any hassle?

Do banks have the right 
technology to support 
emerging customer 
communication?

Can Banks reduce 
departmental silos and 
reliance on IT while meeting 
compliance regulations?

Easy, they just need to place the customer experience in the equation.

Can banks drive growth
in the near future without  
a right technolgy in 
place? 

??



Orchestrating the entire banking process with a low-code platform that 

manages the end-to-end communications has become a necessity. These 

solutions allow banks to develop business applications through a graphical 

user interface. 

Hence, with all the interactivity and responsiveness on offer, Banks can truly 

garner business from their existing relationships with customers. These 

relationships can be fostered via different channels that include email, mobile, 

social media, SMS etc. They can send the digital communications like 

contracts, welcome kits, account statements, loan terms, customer 

correspondence, upsell and cross-sell communications as per customer’s 

delivery preferences.

All such digital communications have revolutionized the way customer 

interacts with a business and has taken the customer experience several 

notches higher.

Customer experience has been ranked as one of the major battlegrounds for 

banks and financial institutions and is now a prerequisite for almost all 

industries.

For an organization or a business to succeed, it is important to understand the 

rise in customer expectations, the digital transition of communications and 

their carrier channels and ultimately complying with rules and regulations.

Are there any more challenges facing banks and financial institutions? 

Let’s look further.
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Customer Experience challenges in 
Banking and how to overcome them

Banks need to embrace digital transformation strategy that not only 

competes with other Banks or financial institutions but with other 

industries as well. 

Customers can now be digitally onboarded within minutes while others 

can apply for a credit card/loan via digital Banking. By enabling customers 

with self-service capabilities, Banks and Financial Institutions can reduce 

inbound call volumes and strengthen relationships with customers.

Banks are facing shrinking budgets, changing customer demands, complex compliance regulations 

and continuous demands to reduce costs. At the same time, an increasing number of non-banking 

financial services providers are now also competing for the same customers, which is putting 

additional pressure on banks. Technology is driving unprecedented change, and online, 

mobile and social channels are making it easier for varied providers to target dissatisfied

customers. Numerous studies report 2 out of 5 customers to leave their primary banking

provider after a bad experience. 

The opportunity cost in such scenarios is extreme and banks have to adopt a 

holistic new approach to reinforce loyalty and drive revenues. Following are 

few of the major challenges faced by the banks and their solution in order to

deliver a great customer experience.
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Lack of Innovative Technology
Banks and Financial Institutions are constantly innovating to improve their efficiency 

and decrease the operational overheads. But, to innovate the customer experience 

they need to come further and deliver communications that are powerful enough to 

self-service a customer. A future-proof customer communication strategy can help 

banks to leverage a new channel to increase their sales (cross sell and up-sell 

opportunities) via existing communications being sent out to the customers. 

Additionally, customer onboarding which was once considered as a major roadblock 

to delivering impeccable customer experience can now be done in minutes with a 

robust CCM software. The solution synchronizes different siloed legacy systems while 

streamlining information-intensive and compliance-ridden processes.

Improper and Inconsistent 
Customer Journeys
Departments in most organizations operate in silos. Each of these departments 

interact with customers differently, which holds back the organization as a whole 

from providing a single customer journey. Due to this inconsistent and varied 

experiences, a customer might perceive improper brand experience and portrait 

contrasting brand images via different channels. For example, A bank can outsource 

different customer oriented needs such as sending customer communications via 

Email,  SMS and Print to various vendors. While a bank does its best to circulate rules 

among vendors, but due to different timelines and multiple formats, the brand image 

and brand consistency might go for a toss. In such scenarios, a CCM software can 

strengthen your brand by delivering experiences that consistently create 

awe-inspiring emotions – at all touchpoints, across channels, and throughout the 

customer journey.
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Real-time Information 
Enhancing customer experience is one of the most important goals in the banking 

industry. The banks have revived their outmoded business model and have shifted their 

focus towards being customer-centric. But, due to the legal implications and operating 

regulations, it becomes difficult for them to provide distinguished experience. In such a 

scenario, real-time information acts as a savior. While interacting with a self-serviceable 

and responsive document the customer inputs certain feedback and service requests 

which can be recorded in real-time and implemented for future communications across 

channels. This information gathered via various digital channels can be analyzed and 

leveraged to deliver fruitful outcomes. Thus, enabling banks to harness customer

information and proactively deliver experiences on-time.

Print and Traditional
Communications
The banking industry still relies heavily on print communications which are delivered as 

per the customer’s preferences. Some of them receive loan documentation via postal 

mail while others receive credit card statements as PDF on their emails. This leads to 

disparate messaging and branding between digital and traditional media. Banks need to 

embrace digital transformation strategy that not only competes with other banks or 

financial institutions but with other industries as well. For example, banks can create 

new business processes on their road to digital transformations - by delivering great 

customer experience via an interactive and dynamic dashboard. While all these 

challenges can be overpowered with an agile Customer Communication Management 

technology, it is equally important for an organization to first strategize their digital 

transformation journey before latching on to back-office. 
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Why Banks should think Mobile-�rst?
Across the globe, mobile has been the focal point for organizations who want to transform their outmoded business model. As the usage of 

mobile dominates the traditional mode of interaction, organizations have started embracing the mobile-first strategy to meet the various 

market requirements. This goes for the booming banking sector that operates in a ‘new normal’ today, driven by ever-tightening policies and 

norms.

According to Juniper Research, “Mobile banking users are set to reach 2 billion by 2020.” The fact clearly signifies the importance of mobile 

banking in revolutionizing the lives of individuals. The banking industry has lately recognized the need for stepping up the mobile experience 

to suffice the on-going demands of customers. Superseding customer’s expectations is the need of the hour and has rather become a strategic 

priority in banking

Additionally as per Forrester, “In a market where 

one-third of all customers say – all banks are 

basically the same” it becomes relatively 

important for the banks to differentiate

 themselves. Thus, mobile-first strategy has 

provided banks with an opportunity to engage 

with customers and provide them with proactive 

services.
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Here are few reasons as to why you should adopt 
a mobile-�rst strategy:

#5

Faster roll-out of products:
With the steep rise in competition, banks are under the pressure to perform and innovate. The new generation customers are demanding an integrated 

and seamless experience. Thus, with the mobile-first strategy, banks can quickly deploy and develop integrated online and mobile experiences. They 

can build responsive, interactive and regulatory compliant experiences without sacrificing the scalability required in the future.

Proactive communications:
In order to reshape customer experience and improve operational efficiency, banks need to focus on the mobile-first initiative. This can be done by 

delivering proactive communications in the form of notifications, reminders and status updates related to account balance, transaction updates, 

promotional offers, etc. And, since mobile plays a major role in revitalizing customer journey, it becomes really important for the organization to rethink 

on the transactions being conducted via mobile. With the mobile-first strategy data security issues, regulatory constraints and other challenges can be 

sorted with ease.

Personalized and dynamic content:
 It is extremely costly to maintain and develop personalized mobile and web content as separate processes. This results in inconsistent communication 

along with compliance risk. With mobile-first strategy, a Bank can deliver futuristic communications that require low code solution and to-the-point 

content.

Innovate with data analytics:
Mobile solution help banks in capturing real-time insights to create new opportunities and to upsell and cross-sell. With the collected information 

banks can develop granular understanding of the segment behaviour, buying needs and expectations of its customers. Thus, it is essential for banks to 

have a mobile-first methodology in place that extends beyond that focuses on targeted users and make the experience more personalised.



Agile development process- Banks today are facing challenges in quickly adapting to 

customer demands and optimizing cost by working on a single platform. Agility in 

development helps banks in curtailing all the challenges. As mobile-first becomes a 

strategic necessity for banks, the need for IT infrastructure that seamlessly adopts with 

an agile process for development becomes necessary. This will further allow IT to focus 

more on work cycles allowing stakeholders to be involved in the entire process.

It’s high time for banks to shift their focus to mobile-first strategy. Once the mobile space is 

disrupted, banks can look to capture the complete digital space. And to introduce the digital 

transformation journey, you need to understand the importance of a CCM software.

of software 
interactions in 
enterprises will occur 
on mobile devices.”

As per Gartner Research, 

By 2020, 

70% 
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What CCM software can do for Banks?
Providing great customer experience is quite worth the effort and to lead the race, it becomes important for banks to enhance the customer experience 

module. This is where CCM or a Customer Communication Management Software comes into the picture. The software enables customer-facing banks and 

financial institutions to deliver seamless customer experience by providing a silo-free process via which they can embark on their digital transformation 

journey. A customer communication management platform can help banks in designing personalized and memorable customer journeys. With the 

modern and efficient capabilities of CCM software, banks can enhance user experience and build loyalty by communicating with customers on their 

preferred delivery channels.

It is crucial for banks to deliver the experience that is in sync with 

the collected customer data. What’s more important over here is 

to organize these data in a way that give meaningful insights. 

Without a proper process in place, it becomes really difficult for 

the management to do the analysis and derive the future 

requirement. With the help of CCM software, the meaningful data 

can be effectively leveraged in the form of personalized 

communications and these learning can be used to effectively 

create micro-segments. This will improve customer engagement 

and can create value out of each interaction for banks.

Many times, software bought from different vendors may not 

suit the bank’s requirements completely. Some business 

operations might require change depending upon the need of 

the deployed technology. Also, banks using multiple software 

face difficulty in integrating to the third party technology. 

Custom softwares can seamlessly integrate with the existing 

technology and provide the banks with optimum performance 

and flexibility. CCM technology empowers banks by providing 

them with tailored offerings as per their business requirement. 

The tailored software provides long-run solution and scales 

operations to support the growing business needs.

Data Driven Personalization Tailored O�erings
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A CCM software thus enables banks and financial institutions to design, manage, and deliver highly personalized, interactive and dynamic 

communications while staying complaint and all from a single platform. A CCM software helps to pull down the operational inefficiencies to a great 

extent while improving the customer loyalty as well. 

Banks and financial institutions are generally daunted by the thought of migrating their data and processes to a new system. But, FCI believes migration 

to be an unambiguous task by providing the time and planning needed by an institution. Below we have shared a proven approach to get you sorted.

 An agile CCM software empowers banks to provide self-service 

capabilities to their customers on the go. Providing customers 

with clickable content and allowing them to make decisions 

while going through the communication can improve their 

revenue share rigorously. Customers can make use of the 

self-service capabilities and update their contact details, raise 

concerns, request duplicate statements. This will help banks to 

boost their operational efficiencies by focusing on core tasks 

and at the same time increasing the involvement of customers.

Banks often struggle to keep up with the regulatory 

requirements. In such cases, modern CCM software helps banks 

in overcoming the regulatory risk due to the pre-built 

compliance functionality. This functionality helps the 

compliance team to see a holistic view of the entire 

communications package while reviewing and analyzing the 

customer’s viewpoint. Thus, imparting banks to fully control 

their outbound customer communications.

Self-service capabilities        Compliant communications
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The communication landscape has created a vast number of opportunities for organizations 

to grow and reap benefits out of their existing technologies. Organizations have started 

reviving their existing strategies for delivering smarter and futuristic communications. 

To reduce cost, eliminate operational silos and create smooth processes, it becomes 

quintessential for organizations to migrate to a holistic CCM software or a Customer 

Communication Management platform that empowers the entire customer journey.

A CCM software is a planned strategy that enables organizations to design, manage & 

deliver all outbound communications – across multiple channels. A future-proof customer 

communication strategy allows an organization to deliver exceptional, continuous and 

connected communications and gain real-time insights into customer behavior.

Years ago, CCM software was established as a transactional print-based technology. 

Organizations today are focusing more on customer-centricity and CCM acts as a 

centralized hub to manage and deliver interactive communications based on interactions. 

Initially, the concept of CCM software was more inclined towards the utilization of 

transactional documents. The radical shift into operational flexibility as more organizations 

develop CCM solutions is the proof of the fact that how the CCM industry has evolved over 

the years. But extensive CCM migration from a legacy setup involves many challenges. 

Reaching to a degree of customization in CCM solution allows organizations to tailor the 

solution as per their specific needs and personal context.

5 Steps to a Successful 
CCM Migration
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Analysing Processes
Defining the entire migration strategy to identify the opportunities for improving efficiency is crucial for businesses. By analyzing 

the existing system, data, processes, and setup requirements, organizations get a fair chance to evaluate the use of the solution 

to be deployed. This helps them in preparing themselves for any contingency and to act wisely before the migration takes place. 

The services team can then review documents, business logic, code structure, etc., to understand as to what can be optimized, 

and leveraged during the migration phase.

Creating Strategy
Based on the analysis, organizations can clearly define their objectives and align their goals to a strategy that syncs with the needs 

of their business. Hence, it becomes easy for businesses to identify the area that requires change, and accordingly introduce 

capabilities and functionalities. This process will help them in clearly optimizing time, reducing cost and maximizing returns.

Fragmenting Documents
The next phase includes the fragmentation of documents into small pieces. These pieces are a combination of components and 

reusable assets which includes business logic, content, logo and other relevant details that create a detailed roadmap for 

organizations. This further helps them in understanding how each document is assembled, right down to font styles and 

formatting.

Successful migration to a single end-to-end 
customer communications management 
software involves following steps:
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Assembling New Templates
After leveraging the detailed roadmap, it becomes important for organizations to assemble new templates based on the 

defined specifications. Later, the new templates are integrated into the systems and tested closely to see if any necessary 

changes are required.

Running a Pilot Project
Implementation of the CCM software should begin with a quick to manage the pilot project. The prototype can be tested 

with different scenarios and cases to understand the best combination under which the CCM software can deliver great 

results. Further, the baseline test can be designed which involves CCM processes and manageable data combinations. These 

can be immediately tested for maintaining data accuracy against similar process in the legacy-based setup. Thus, 

organizations can keep on testing every release and continue with their implementation process.

FCI Customer Communication Management Team: 
The CCM Migration Experts

Our organization consists of quali�ed project management professionals that take a holistic, evolutionary approach to understand your 
requirements and respond with solution that best �ts your business.

With the strategic planning and perfect execution, organizations can successfully migrate to a CCM software and 
digitally transform their human & information-intensive tasks. 
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Friends Color Images Private Limited, 
BITS Tower, Plot No. 9, 5th Floor, 
Sector 125, Noida, UP 201303, India.
T: +91 120 4787000
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Andheri (E), Mumbai 400093.
T: +91 22 62817500

FCI CCM, Inc.,
21 Jefferson Ave,
Hicksville, NY 11801
T: +1 212 225 8430

About FCI

FCI is revolutionizing the customer communications. We help organizations of all sizes deliver amazing digital experience to 

their customers with the help of dynamic, interactive and highly personalized communications. Our mission is to eliminate 

the dead, one-way communications and make it easy for organizations to lean on one-to-one customer experiences. 

FCI provides customer communication management solutions and services to help organizations meet their business goals, 

support regulatory compliance, and drive business growth.

Ready to delight your customers?

India Sales OfficesCorporate Office USA Office

https://fci-ccm.com/request-a-demo.php


